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KURT LEWIN
Social Psychologist

“founder of social psychology”



LEWIN’S EQUATION

B=ƒ(P,E)
Behavior is a function of the 

Person & his or her Environment



THE VALUE OF 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH

1. Standing on the shoulders of others (millions of 
hours of research)

2. More design & less politics, as research immediately 
changes roll to one of inquiry

3. Shortcut to the right questions: what are people’s 
motivations & how do they make decisions?

4. Frameworks provide a good foundation upon which 
to build a social design strategy

5. Provides insight into the Opaque Value Problem



“I cannot understand why anyone would want to do this, 
or why anyone would want to read these posts.

In the past, I would just go off on the subject, as I did 
with blogging and podcasting when they first appeared. 
Since then, I’ve become a blogger and a podcaster and 
have been rebuked for my earlier opinions. On the 
Internet, they never forget.

So I’m thinking that I should be more analytical in a 
positive way. I say this even though this is one fad I 
cannot imagine wasting my time on.”

THE OPAQUE VALUE PROBLEM

John Dvorak, PCMag, in reference to Twitter



HOLD ON A SEC...are social 
features economically viable?

1. Direct contact with people who make you 
successful

2. Amplify customer opinion

3. Data, data, and more data

4. Reduce support costs

5. Engender Trust to form lasting relationships



Product Ratings

Share your own Product Images Add to Wish/Registry Lists

People who viewed this...buy this

Amazon sales rank (social proof)
Submit a Product Manual

Customers who bought this also bought...

Help others find this item
Tag this item

Rate this item

Customer Reviews

Customer Discussions

Offsite Reviews
Listmania

So you’d like to...

Tell a friend

AMAZON
Product Page

Social Features



ABRAHAM MASLOW
Psychologist

Famous for his 
hierarchy of needs



MASLOW’S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS

physiological

safety

love

esteem

self-actualization



Personal Value
Precedes 

Network (Social) Value!

Most people are not selfish, but self-interested...always 
searching first for an answer to “what’s in it for me?”







How do you Encourage 
Participation?

‣ Focus on personal value first, then social value

‣ Good question to ask: “Is your service valuable 
to someone even if nobody else uses it?”

‣ Once people are getting value at a personal 
level, ask “How can we use the collective action 
of individuals to provide more value?”



PETER KOLLOCK
Psychologist

Early research in online 
motivation



Kollock’s 4 Motivations for 
Contributing

1. Reciprocity

2. Reputation

3. Increased sense of efficacy

4. Attachment to and need of a group

Why do people do what they do online?





Axelrod’s 3 Necessary 
Conditions to Cooperate

1. Likelihood of meeting in future

2. Ability to identify each other

3. Record of past behavior

Why do people behave at all ?





DUNCAN WATTS
Sociologist

Six Degrees: The Science of a 
Connected Age









In addition to providing evidence of the 
social influence of users, Watt’s study also 
suggests that because of social influence it 

becomes more difficult to predict 
outcomes, not easier.

Uh Oh



What should entertainment companies do to 
improve their odds of success? The key is to 
understand that the outsize performance of hits is 
not driven solely, or perhaps even primarily, by 
intrinsic attributes such as sound, plot, style, or even 
star power. Rather, (our) new research shows, much 
of the success of entertainment products derives 
from social influence–the effect that consumers have 
on one another’s decisions. So in addition to 
anticipating which features individual consumers 
might find desirable, executives should adopt 
strategies that take social influence into account. 

Duncan Watts & Steve Hasker
Harvard Business Review, September 2006

ON BLOCKBUSTERS & SOCIAL INFLUENCE



Easy Framework: 3 Life Stages

IDENTITY
FORMATION

PROFESSIONAL
LIFE

REFLECTION &
STORYTELLING

Creation of social identity, 
including finding oneself, 

defining preferences, 
choosing friends and 

social groups, what values 
and ideals are important, 
how to rebel against and 

deal with authority. 

Participation as a member 
in society and formation 

of a professional life. 
Creation of community 
groups and professional 
networks. Evaluation is 

based on contribution to 
society and professional 

life.

Transition to reflecting 
back on previous stages, 

retiring and getting out of 
professional life. Active 

roles in family and society 
to preserve way of life, 
remember important 

historical issues to learn 
from.



SUMMARY

‣ Rich history of social psychology that we can 
learn a lot from

‣ Psychology research provides insight into 
designing social web applications

‣ Does not substitute for a full research agenda 
but provides valuable frameworks for your 
design effort

‣ Pick frameworks that work for you and use 
them to galvanize your team and provide 
strategic direction over time



508-954-1896

For more information on the design & 
strategy of social web applications:

porter@bokardo.com
Joshua Porter

bokardo.com/design/

bokardo.com/
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All resources for this talk can be found here: 

http://del.icio.us/bokardo/uxweek

http://del.icio.us/bokardo/uxweek
http://del.icio.us/bokardo/uxweek

